
Consultation on the Potential Closure of

St Joseph’s Catholic Primary School, Cockermouth

QUESTIONNAIRE ANALYSIS

INTRODUCTION
Between Monday 20 September and Friday 29 October 2021, the county council carried out
a consultation seeking the views of stakeholders and the local community over the potential
closure Joseph's Catholic Primary School, Cockermouth.

SUMMARY OF RESPONSES
A total of 24 responses were received during the consultation period. These included 5
parents/carers, 1 member of staff, 1 response from the Chair of Governors on behalf of the
Governing Body of the school, 1 from the Mayor of Cockermouth, 1 from the Chair of
Governors of another local school and the remainder from the parishioners of St Joseph’s
Catholic Church and the local community.

The question was asked do you think there is an alternative to closure of St Joseph’s
Catholic School, Cockermouth. There were 5 responses that felt there was no alternative to
closure.
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ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

Comments to the consultation from the respondents are listed in the table below:

Comment Frequency
Need to find a Catholic head teacher 6
Phase 2 Strawberry Grange, Cockermouth is due to be completed with an extra 200 homes, where are the
extra catholic children going to go? Can Fairfield and All Saints accommodate them? 3
With future developments there will not be enough spaces in local schools 2
Do not want the land turned into houses 2

If a Catholic headteacher could be appointed, perhaps the school could be combined with a special school.
2

Concerns about the wrap around care provisions if St Josephs was to close 2
The school is in a great location, has a superb setting with space for outdoor play and learning and disabled
access, and the building is in a good state of repair 2
St Josephs seems unsustainable 1
Attention should be focused on schools within Cockermouth and the surrounding areas to make them best
that they can be. 1
Perhaps the school should consider expanding how many non catholic children it accepts 1
The nursery needs reopened & negative gossip stopped 1
Unfair that Catholic families need to travel to school 1

Having this consultation hanging over our heads has been mental torture. We have had no support 1
With the support of parish priest, Fr. Tom Singleton, I believe we have a fighting chance to keep St. Joseph's
Catholic Primary School. 1
Most of the schools current issues are due to the mismanagement of the school by the prev headteacher 1
Recruit Head. Reassure parents 1
Although Governors have improved there are historic weaknesses in leadership 1
Nobody will take on the Head teacher role even after extensive recruitment drive 1
Can not appoint from agencies either 1
The School Governors have tried and cannot find a sustainable future and have not found a suitable
alternative to closure. 1
Federation with other Catholic schools, and sharing a headteacher, or joining a Multi Academy Trust due to
reducing numbers of children these were not considered financially sustainable. 1




